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What a BLAST of disgust from my moronic past!. 10/10 would bang. I am definitely going to recommend this game to
everyone on Steam, it's super fun! I've been playing it a lot recently for my Let's Play videos on my YouTube channel, and going
through it for the first time is really exciting and sometimes difficult. Super Mustache is only 99 cents, but I was able to get it
for 66 cents due to a coupon I obtained. Honestly, for it's price and awesomeness definitely would rate this game 9\/10.
It's like a futuristic Mario in some ways, and having a laser rifle at times is pretty epic. I'm hoping they release some sort of
DLC or Super Mustache 2! Would definitely pay money for them. To conclude, the story ain't all bad either, you're a Captain
from Earth trying to stop Gladius and Uranus from taking over the universe. Pretty legitimate.. I love this game. another very
short game. but it was a good one if you like the find it adventures. Great game, so much fun! Especialy convienient when you
have online friends so you can't play the physical game. Also, aside from $20 for TTS, its much cheaper than the physical game
too.
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Pros: Still one of the most ambitious rts games I have ever played, Star ruler makes up for bare-minimum graphics with mind
boggling scale and complexity. Will your strategy involve fleets of ai controlled drones? Or a handful of superdestroyers?
Perhaps you prefer to send carriers full of small, manned bombers? The ability to customize your strategy to your tastes is easily
the best part of the game, followed by a galaxy generation system limited only by your hardware. Its the little details that make
the ship building mechanic shine. Your free to design whatever ship you want, but you'd better pay attention! The game will
hold your hand just enough to complete the ship design, but be sure to add enough fuel! I only needed to build one expensive
fleet of ships that drifted into black nothing with empty tanks before I knew to check fuel specs EVERY time I designed a ship.
Ammo consuption, power levels, life support, net acceleration- all important variables in your design. A ship that suffers a
power outage every time it fires its main weapon will be an expensive coffin when the fighting starts. You get the idea.
Cons: Its certainly rough around the edges; Its a game that doesn't really know if it wants you to micro manage every little detail,
or let its automated systems do the heavy lifting. It often feels like big complex mechanics were put in place and then made
irrelevant in order to keep the game playable. Examples include an entire resource (luxuries) that in all my 80 hours of gameplay
I didn't worry about once. There is also a system for how happy your populace is thats supposed to affect how fast they build
things, but it never seemed to cause problems. Theres an entire game buried in the social and economic aspects of star ruler, but
its like the devs realized no one wanted to be bothered with luxuries when a galactic war was on and painted over it.
I've had so much fun with this game that I have to recommend it. At the same time, its difficult not to wish the developers had
focused more on their design; cutting away the pointless bits, defining the core mechanics. . . Its a great game that could have
been better, but I love it all the same.. Hmmm - Super Mario Meets Amnesia game based on "The Nightmare Man" (1981)
(Edit 23 /01 /2019) Well I guess that will teach me, I gave up on this two years ago due to the broken control system and came
back just to see if it had been patched. Unfortunately it is still broken but I origionaly quit after escaping Norman Bates in the
dungeon only to now find there was only 15 minutes left f the game anyway! It's a shame that this Episodic series seems to have
long since been abandoned because despite it's problems I really enjoyed it. If the series is ever revisited than I hope they tone
down the platforming element.
After the Mountain of Unfinished, Buggy, Unplayable Garbage from Independent Publishers that have flooded the market in
recent years, coupled with the Big Budget AAA studios turning Everything and Anything into Call Of Duty, it's nice to find
something that actually feels like a Game again.
So far this has good Graphics which have a 1940's War Time Steam Punk look to them, but the inclusion of a record player with
"Les Paul's New Sound" would place this between somewhere between 1950 - 1960. In many ways The Nightmare Man was the
perfect subject for this type of game, they got the monster down perfectly, and if this had more time spent on it then it could
have been the Amnesia 3 we have all been wanting.
What we actually get here though is essentially a Horror Platformer with occasional "Hide and Seek" elements which dosn't
quite work. Sure it has a few scary moments and reasonable puzzles which require exploration, but interactivity with the
environment is kept to a bare minimum leaving this game feeling much more like a BETA Demo than a Completed Product.
Health can be regenerated by picking up Canned Fish lying around which includes a truly strange munching and Gulping sound
right out of Loony Tunes, there are also a few flasks of Medicine scattered around the place. Aside from this the Sound and
Music is atmospheric and appropriate but Massively Underused (think Resident Evil Zero).
As I got this in a sale I am perhaps more forgiving than if I had paid full price, nevertheless, it is worth continuing with from
what I'v seen so far.. For the price, this is a great purchase. Would love to see this developed further. No english was not an
issue, because everything is intuitive and simple...point and shoot!. No pixillized photographs, so it gets a thumbs up by default.
Easy pack but that's fine, I enjoy the easy ones more than the ones full of photos.
Also, Coloring Pixels said Gay Rights.. I love the artstyle, and the atmosphere it creates is wonderful. This game is fantastic, and
it's really worth getting.. pretty good game. Generic and technically flawed twitch shooter that has the irritating gimmick of
confining the player to a small and oddly shaped space. It's underwhelming in all ways, and a shoddy console port to boot. If this
game was a piece of classical music, it would be performed in the tempo of garbaggio. Avoid like the plague. Avoid like a loan
shark. Avoid like a psycho ex-girlfriend. Pretend you never saw it and buy Jamestown instead.. Planetside 2 > Starlaxis
Supernova Edition. This is a pretty simple and straightforward sequel. If you enjoyed the first one, you should like this as well..
The game looked really cool and I really wanted to play it, but the game was completely unplayable from the first minute. Even
on 700 dollar gaming pc(it can stream games like Overwatch and League of Legends at maximum graphics and high fps), this
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game with Nancy Drew level graphics ran at about 60 seconds per frame. Ultimately my computer crashed within just a couple
of minutes and I had no choice but to get a refund. I'm really bummed out by the entire experience as I was really looking
forward to this game and had waited a long time for it to go on sale.

But hey, if it's not going to work for you you'll probably know almost immediately and be able to request a refund within the 2
hour window. Bonus points in that my request was processed quickly. So maybe try it and hope for better luck then me, but I
cannot recommend this game.
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